Announcements

28 October 2015
Lecture #7: Plan for Today

Material we’ll cover:

=> finish up Nested List and Nested Loops worksheet from last week

=> Files => complete worksheet

=> Dictionaries => complete worksheet

Reminder: Please bring your Dictionaries worksheet to class next week, so we can do the last part. Thank you!
Announcements

Assignment 1:

(Almost all) A1 marks have been released. Please go over the posted annotations to see your mistakes and not repeat them in A2. If something is not clear, please ask us!
Announcements (cont’d)

Assignment 2:

Start working on it! Read the handout very carefully. Do a couple examples by hand first. Follow the function design recipe. First understand what each function should do and then start thinking about the how.

If you plan to work with a partner, coordinate early on (Piazza, lecture)! You should both be familiar with all parts of the assignment.

You are allowed to partner up for A2 with anyone from all sections of this course (not just the evening section).

And please do not share/show/discuss etc. your code with anyone other than your assignment partner, one of our course TAs or the course instructors. Review the note about academic offences (plagiarism) on our course syllabus.
Midterm

• Please review your midterm and the posted solutions. Make note of the mistakes you made so you don’t repeat them in the future!

• For anyone who earned 14 or less out of 24, you should take some time to consider your standing in the course.

• Please come by my office hours (or send me an email) to discuss this. I am happy to help you and discuss strategies on how you can study etc. But it is very important for you to decide whether you are willing, and have the time, to put more effort into this course.

• A note about remark requests will be posted soon. You have 2 weeks from the return of any marked work to file a remark request.
Office Hours

Drop by to ask questions! Bring your code and/or a list of questions or topics you are having issues with. We’re here to help!

My office hours are as usual Thursday evenings 6:10 - 8pm in BA2230. But there are many more help hours during the week:

http://www.cdf.toronto.edu/~csc108h/fall/gethelp.shtml